Men’s Program Committee Meeting Minutes
Remote (Teleconference)

July 15, 2018
Mike Serra called the meeting to order at 6:02 pm EST

I. Roll Call:

Members Present:
Mike Serra – Chairman/Junior Coaches Representatives
Steve Legendre – Athlete Representative
Sho Nakamori – Athlete Representative/MPC Secretary
Sergei Pakanich – Junior Coaches Representative
Mark Williams – Senior Coaches Representative

Members Not Present:
Randy Jepson – Senior Coaches Representative
Dusty Ritter – Men’s JO Program Coordinator: Voice, No Vote
Mike Juszczyk – NGJA Representative: Voice, No Vote

Present, Not Voting:
Brett McClure – High Performance Director
Dennis McIntyre – Vice President, Men’s Program
Dusty Ritter – Men’s JO Program Coordinator

II. Discussion regarding retaining the allowed use of additional matting, up to 10 cm, on the Still Rings, at the 2018 U.S. Championships.

Motion: To allow the use of up to 10 cm of additional matting at the Still Rings event at the 2018 U.S. Championships

Motion: Sergei Pakanich
Second: Steve Legendre
PASSED: Unanimously

III. Discussion of procedure for setting rotations and start list for the second day of competition at the U.S. Championships

Motion: The procedure for establishing the start list for the second day of competition at the U.S. Championships for both the Junior and Senior divisions will be as follow:

• The competitive groups will remain the same
• A new draw will be conducted for the start order within each group
• A number between 1 & 5 will be randomly drawn. Using the starting event from the first day of competition, each competitive group will move forward to establish their starting event on the second day of competition according the number drawn. (i.e. the number two is drawn. The group that starts the
first day of competition on FX, will start on SR for the second day of competition.

Motion: Mark Williams
Second: Sergei Pakanich
PASSED: Unanimously

IV. Petitions to the U.S. Championships were reviewed

Motion: To accept the petitions of Paul Juda and Sam Phillips for the Junior Division and Grant Breckenridge for the Senior Division to compete at the 2108 U.S. Championships.

Motion: Sergei Pakanich
Second: Mark Williams
PASSED: Unanimously

V. Adjournment

Motion: For adjournment at 6:40 pm EST

Motion Sho Nakamori
Second: Sergei Pakanich
PASSED: Unanimously

Respectfully submitted by Sho Nakamori, Athlete Representative/MPC Secretary